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59º25’ North, 39º51’ West – those coordinates put you exactly
halfway between Scandinavia and the United States. (Measured
in this case using the Great Circle distance between the two
most common points of flight origin between the countries
– from New York to Stockholm.)
Geographically speaking, this spot is located in the North
Atlantic Ocean, just south of Greenland’s Kap Farvel and
between the Reykjanes Ridge and Labrador Basin. Not exactly
your prime vacation destination.
Philosophically, however, halfway between the u.s. and
Scandinavia is where many expatriates from either part of the
world perceive themselves to be. The same goes for their first or
second generation offspring, often brought up in two cultures.
Far from living in the middle of nowhere, they live in the middle
of two cultures in which they feel equally at home.
Nordic Reach captures that spirit, covering people, places and
stories of interest to everyone with a foot-or soul-in both the
Scandinavian and American cultures, as well as to those who
wish to appreciate them more deeply.
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“In order to succeed with
a cuisine not everyone
is familiar with yet, you
have to create a friendly
and warm atmosphere –
it has to be classy but not
‘uptight’.”
— Chef Morten Sohlberg

Smörgås Chef has three locations in
Manhattan, all with outdoor seating.
For more info, see: www.smorgaschef.
com, or call 212.514.8411.

www.felixlingonberries.com

On a winter day in Finland, artists Tellervo Kalleinen and Oliver Kochta-Kallainen, pondered the Finnish word valituskuoro,
meaning a chorus of complaints from lots of people at once.
What if they actually formed a choir to sing out their complaints? Could they use the energy of complaining in an expressive way? As well as creating a new form of community art,
the rise of youtube.com has spread the choir’s complaints far
beyond the art galleries they were originally commissioned for.
Living in a traditional red-painted wooden house on an idyllic island in the suburbs of Helsinki, you wouldn’t think Tellervo and Oliver have much to complain about. Their young son
Väinö gurgles delightfully and their house receives a steady
stream of visitors, despite being accessible only by row boat.
Oliver grew up under communist rule in East Germany and
first went to Finland in 1996. After meeting and eventually
marrying Tellervo, they began working together in 2003.
Their first choir started in 2005 in Birmingham, England,
and since then complaints choirs have sprung up around the
globe, taking the duo to Helsinki, Hamburg, and St. Petersburg.
Last November they produced a song with the citizens of Chicago, as part of the Museum of Contemporary Art’s Humanities Festival. January 2008 sees Tellervo and Oliver heading
off to Singapore for the first Asian choir. Some choirs have
also been produced independently – with choirs in America,
Canada, Australia and Israel, Tellervo and Oliver can’t reach all
of them but want the idea to spread.
In each city, the couple uses leaflets and local press articles
to recruit singers, who all contribute their own complaints.
These are woven into a song which is rehearsed and then performed by the group in locations around the city, creating a
film several minutes long. It is essential to the concept that
the complaints are written by the singers themselves, so each
song is specific to its city. In Helsinki the choir sang that “tram

number 3 smells of pee” and that they didn’t like their neighbors arriving earlier than scheduled for the communal sauna.
In Birmingham the chorus was “I want my money back; my
job’s like a cul-de-sac.” The complaints of diverse individuals in
each choir create a portrait of their city, though not one most
tourist boards would want to promote. For Oliver the result is
a song that expresses, “This is really our song, this is our city.
People have different complaints but they sing together and
identify with it.”
Common themes occur in different cities: unreliable public transport, intransigent computers, personal rudeness, and
tiredness – “I wanna go to sleep but I gotta get up,” as they
sang in Jersusalem. On the subject of noise, Budapest’s singers
complained about a folk dancer practicing upstairs, whereas in
Chicago they objected to a Jethro Tull tribute band. The children of Poikkilaakso Elementary School in Finland chorused
that, “Girls are stupid! Boys are stupid! Santa Claus is stupid!”
On a more tragic note, in St. Petersburg the singers bemoaned,
“Why do we keep on loving when love is so painful?”
As Tellervo points out, “Complaining can be positive, too
– somebody wanting to make a change, noticing problems. It
can be the starting point for something important.” The complaints in the songs range from “small irritations to existential
problems.” She continues, “People do put a lot of energy into
complaining and in most cases that energy could be put into
doing something. The most serious cases don’t join in. People
who join have some self-reflection.” As they sang in St. Petersburg, “Why are we always dissatisfied with something?” But
then there’d be no song to sing.
written by anna watson

For more info, see: www.complaintschoir.org
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